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Abstract. In this paper we describe a constraint solving module which
we call CLP(Flex), for dealing with the unification of terms with flexible arity function symbols. This approach results in a flexible and high
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Introduction

XML is a notation for describing trees with an arbitrary finite number of leaf
nodes. Thus a constraint programming language dealing with terms where function symbols have an arbitrary finite arity should lead to an elegant and declarative way of processing XML.
In this paper we describe a constraint logic programming language, CLP(Flex),
similar in spirit to mainstream CLP languages but specialized to the domain of
XML processing. Its novel features are the use of flexible arity function symbols
and a corresponding mechanism for a non-standard unification in a theory with
flexible arity symbols and variables which can be instantiated by an arbitrary
finite sequence of terms. We translate XML documents to terms and use the new
unification to process parts of these terms.
Unification with flexible arity symbols is no new notion. An unification algorithm for these terms was defined in [18] where it was used as a Mathematica
package incorporated in the Theorema system (see [5]). Here we changed the algorithm presented in [18] to give the solutions incrementally, an essential feature
to use it in a non-deterministic backtracking-based programming language such
as Prolog. The main contributions of this paper are the presentation of the implementation and use of a constraint programming module, based on unification
of terms with function symbols of flexible arity, as a highly declarative model for
XML processing. Note that the work described in this paper was first presented
in a previous paper from the authors ([8]).
This article focuses on language design, shows its adequacy to write applications that handle, transform and query XML documents, and sketches solutions
to implementation issues. A distribution of our language can be found in:

http://www.ncc.up.pt/xcentric/
We assume that the reader is familiar with logic programming ([19]) and
CLP ([16, 15]), and knows the fundamental features of XML ([25]).
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Related Work

Mainstream languages for XML processing such as XSLT ([26]), XDuce ([13]),
CDuce ([1]) and Xtatic ([27]) rely on the notion of trees with an arbitrary number
of leaf nodes to abstract XML documents. However these languages are based on
functional programming and thus the key feature here is pattern matching, not
unification. The main motivation of our work was to extend unification for XML
processing, such as the previous functional based languages extended pattern
matching. Constraints revealed to be the natural solution to our problem.
Languages with flexible arity symbols have been used in various areas: Xcerpt
([3]) is a query and transformation language for XML which also used terms with
flexible arity function symbols as an abstraction of XML documents. It used a
special notion of term (called query terms) as patterns specifying selection of
XML terms much like Prolog goal atoms. The underlying mechanism of the
query process was simulation unification ([4]), used for solving inequations of
the form q ≤ t where q is a query term and t a term representing XML data.
This framework was technically quite different from ours, being more directed
to query languages and less to XML processing. The Knowledge Interchange
Format KIF ([12]) and the tool Ontolingua [11] extend first order logic with
variable arity function symbols and apply it to knowledge management. Feature
terms [24] can also be used to denote terms with flexible arity and have been
used in logic programming, unification grammars and knowledge representation.
Unification for flexible terms has as particular instances previous work on word
unification ([14, 23]), equations over lists of atoms with a concatenation operator
([9]) and equations over free semigroups ([20]). Kutsia ([18]) defined a procedure
for unification with sequence variables and flexible arity symbols applied to an
extension of Mathematica for mathematical proving ([5]). From all the previous
frameworks we followed the work of Kutsia because it is the one that fits better
in our initial goal, which was to define a highly declarative language for XML
processing based on an extension of standard unification to denote the same
objects denoted by XML: trees with an arbitrary number of leafs. Although our
algorithm is based on this previous one it has some differences motivated by its
use as a constraint solving method in a CLP package:
– Kutsia algorithm gave the whole set of solutions to an equality problem
as output. We changed that point accordingly to the standard backtracking
model of Prolog. We give as output one answer substitution and subsequent
calls to the same query will result in different answer substitutions computed
by backtracking. When every solution is computed the query fails indicating
that there are no more solutions.

– a direct consequence of the previous point is that our implementation deals
with infinite sets of solutions (see example 46). It simply gives all solutions
by backtracking.
– Kutsia algorithm was a new definition of unification for the case of terms
with flexible arity symbols. Our implementation transforms the initial set of
constraints into a different (larger) set of equalities solved by standard unification and uses standard Prolog unification for propagating substitutions.
Finally we should refer that the use of standard terms (with fixed arity function
symbols) to denote XML documents was made before in several systems. For
example Pillow ([22]) used a low level representation of XML where the leaf
nodes in the XML trees were represented by lists of nodes and Prolog standard
unification was used for processing. In [2] and [7] XML was represented directly
by terms of fixed arity. A last reference to some query languages for XML (such
as XPathLog [21]) where Prolog style variables are used as an extension to XPath
in a query language for XML.
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3.1

Terms with Flexible Arity Symbols and Sequence
Variables
Constraint Logic Programming

Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) [16] is the name given to a class of languages based on the paradigm of rule-based constraint programming. Each different language is obtained by specifying the domain of discourse and the functions
and relations on the particular domain. This framework extends the logic programming framework because it extends the Herbrand universe, the notion of
unification and the notion of equation, accordingly to the new computational
domains. There are many examples of CLP languages, such as, Prolog III [10]
which employs equations and disequations over rational trees and a boolean algebra, CLP(R), [17] which has linear arithmetic constraints over the real numbers
and ECLiPSe, [6], that computes over several domains: a Boolean algebra, linear
arithmetic over the rational numbers, constraints over finite domains and finite
sets. Prolog itself can be viewed as a CLP language where constraints are equations over an algebra of finite trees. A complete description of the major trends
of the fundamental concepts about CLP can be found in [16].
3.2

CLP(Flex)

The idea behind CLP(Flex) is to extend Prolog with terms with flexible arity symbols and sequence variables. We now describe the syntax of CLP(Flex)
programs and their intuitive semantics.
In CLP(Flex) we extend the domain of discourse of Prolog (trees over uninterpreted functors) with finite sequences of trees.
Definition 31 A sequence t̃, is defined as follows:

– ε is the empty sequence.
– t1 , t̃ is a sequence if t1 is a term and t̃ is a sequence
Example 31 Given the terms f (a), b and X, then t̃ = f (a), b, X is a sequence.
Equality is the only relation between trees. Equality between trees is defined in
the standard way: two trees are equal if and only if their root functor are the
same and their corresponding subtrees, if any, are equal.
We now proceed with the syntactic formalization of CLP(Flex), by extending
the standard notion of Prolog term with flexible arity function symbols and
sequence variables.
We consider an alphabet consisting of the following sets: the set of standard
variables, the set of sequence variables (variables are denoted by upper case
letters), the set of constants (denoted by lower case letters), the set of fixed
arity function symbols and the set of flexible arity function symbols.
Definition 32 The set of terms over the previous alphabet is the smallest set
that satisfies the following conditions:
1. Constants, standard variables and sequence variables are terms.
2. If f is a flexible arity function symbol and t1 , . . . , tn (n ≥ 0) are terms, then
f (t1 , . . . , tn ) is a term.
3. If f is a fixed arity function symbol with arity n, n ≥ 0 and t1 , . . . , tn are
terms such that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, ti does not contain sequence variables as
subterms, then f (t1 , . . . , tn ) is a term.
Terms of the form f (t1 , . . . , tn ) where f is a function symbol and t1 , . . . , tn are
terms are called compound terms.
Definition 33 If t1 and t2 are terms then t1 = t2 (standard Prolog unification)
and t1 = ∗ = t2 (unification of terms with flexible arity symbols) are constraints.
A constraint t1 = ∗ = t2 or t1 = t2 is solvable if and only if there is an assignment of sequences or ground terms, respectively, to variables therein such that
the constraint evaluates to true, i.e. such that after that assignment the terms
become equal.
Remark 31 In what follows, to avoid further formality, we shall assume that the
domain of interpretation of variables is predetermined by the context where they
occur. Variables occurring in a constraint of the form t1 = ∗ = t2 are interpreted
in the domain of sequences of trees, otherwise they are standard Prolog variables.
In CLP(Flex) programs, therefore, each predicate symbol, functor and variable
is used in a consistent way with respect to its domain of interpretation.
CLP(Flex) programs have a syntax similar to Prolog extended with the new
constraint = ∗ =. The operational model of CLP(Flex) is the same of Prolog.

3.3

Constraint Solving

Constraints of the form t1 = ∗ = t2 are solved by a non-standard unification that
calculates the corresponding minimal complete set of unifiers. This non-standard
unification is based on Kutsia algorithm [18]. As motivation we present some
examples of unification:
Example 32 Given the terms f (X, b, Y ) and f (a, b, b, b) where X and Y are
sequence variables, f (X, b, Y ) = ∗ = f (a, b, b, b) gives three results:
1. X = a and Y = b, b
2. X = a, b and Y = b
3. X = a, b, b and Y = ε
Example 33 Given the terms f (b, X) and f (Y, d) where X and Y are sequence
variables, f (b, X) = ∗ = f (Y, d) gives two possible solutions:
1. X = d and Y = b
2. X = N, d and Y = b, N where N is a new sequence variable.
Note that this non-standard unification is conservative with respect to standard unification: in the last example the first solution corresponds to the use of
standard unification.
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XML Processing in CLP(Flex)

In CLP(Flex) there are some auxiliary predicates for XML processing. Through
the following examples we will use the builtin predicates xml2pro and pro2xml
which respectively convert XML files into terms and vice-versa. We will also use
the predicate newdoc(Root,Args,Doc) where Doc is a term with functor Root and
arguments Args (this predicate is similar to =.. in Prolog).
4.1

XML as Terms with Flexible Arity Symbols

An XML document is translated to a term with flexible arity function symbol.
This term has a main functor (the root tag) and zero or more arguments. Although our actual implementation translates attributes to a list of pairs, since
attributes do not play a relevant role in this work we will omit them in the
examples, for the sake of simplicity. Consider the simple XML file presented
bellow:
<addressbook>
<record>
<name>John</name>
<address>New York</address>
<email>john.ny@mailserver.com</email>
</record>
...
</addressbook>

The equivalent term is:
addressbook(record(
name(’John’),
address(’New York’),
email(’john.ny@mailserver.com’)),
...)

4.2

Using Constraints in CLP(Flex)

One application of CLP(Flex) constraint solving is XML processing. With nonstandard unification it is easy to handle parts of XML files. In this particular
case, parts of terms representing XML documents.
Example 41 Address Book translation. In this example we use the address
book document of the previous example. In this address book we have sometimes
records with a phone tag. We want to build a new XML document without this
tag. Thus, we need to get all the records and ignore their phone tag (if they have
one). This can be done by the following program (this example is similar to one
presented in XDuce [13]):
translate:xml2pro(’addressbook.xml’,’addressbook.dtd’,Xml),
process(Xml,NewXml),
pro2xml(NewXml,’addressbook2.xml’).
process(A,NewA):findall(Record,records_without_phone(A,Record),LRecords),
newdoc(addressbook,LRecords,NewA).
records_without_phone(A1,A2):A1 =*= addressbook(_,record(name(N),address(A),_,email(E)),_),
A2 = record(name(N),address(A),email(E)).

Predicate translate/0 first translates the file “addressbook.xml” into a CLP(Flex)
term, which is processed by process/2, giving rise to a new CLP(Flex) term and
then to the new document “addressbook2.xml”. This last file contains the address
records without the phone tag.
Example 42 Book Stores. In this example we have two XML documents with
a catalogue of books in each (“bookstore1.xml” and “bookstore2.xml”). These
catalogues refer to two different book stores. Both “bookstore1.xml” and “bookstore2.xml” have the same DTD and may have similar books. A sample of one
of this XML documents can be:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<catalog>
<book number="1">
<name>Art of Computer Programming</name>
<author>Donald Knuth</author>

<price>140</price>
<year>1998</year>
</book>
...
<book number="500">
<name>Haskell:The Craft of Functional Programming (2nd Edition)</name>
<author>Simon Thompson</author>
<price>41</price>
<year>1999</year>
</book>
</catalog>

1. To check which books are cheaper at bookstore 1 we have the following program:
best_prices(B):xml2pro(’bookstore1.xml’,’bookstore1.dtd’,T1),
xml2pro(’bookstore2.xml’,’bookstore2.dtd’,T2),
process(T1,T2,B).
process(Books1,Books2,[N,A]):Books1 =*= catalog(_,book(name(N),author(A),price(P1),year(Y)),_),
Books2 =*= catalog(_,book(name(N),author(A),price(P2),year(Y)),_),
atom2number(P1,P1f),
atom2number(P2,P2f),
P1f < P2f.

The predicate best prices/1 returns the cheaper books at “bookstore1.xml”,
one by one, by backtracking.
2. To get all the books from one author, the author of a book or all the pairs
author/book, we have the following code:
books_from(Author,Book):xml2pro(’bookstore1.xml’,’bookstore1.dtd’,Xml),
process2(Xml,Author,Book).
process2(Xml,Author,Book):Xml =*= catalog(_,book((name(Book),author(Author),_)),_).

Here books from/2 retrieves, by backtracking, every Author/Book names from
file “bookstore1.xml”.
The previous programs are rather simple. This stresses the highly declarative
nature of CLP(Flex) when used for XML processing.
4.3

The Unification Algorithm

The unification algorithm, as presented in [18], consists of two main steps, Projection and Transformation. The first step, Projection is where some variables
are erased from the sequence. This is needed to obtain solutions where those

variables are instantiated by the empty sequence. The second step, Transformation is defined by a set of rules where the non-standard unification is translated
to standard Prolog unification.
Definition 41 Given terms T1 and T2 , let V be the set of variables of T1 and
T2 and A be a subset of V . Projection eliminates all variables of A in T1 and
T2 .
Example 43 Let T1 = f (b, Y, f (X)) and T2 = f (X, f (b, Y )). In the projection
step we obtain the following cases (corresponding to A = {}, A = {X}, A = {Y }
and A = {X, Y }):
–
–
–
–

T1
T1
T1
T1

= f (b, Y, f (X)), T2 = f (X, f (b, Y ))
= f (b, Y, f ), T2 = f (f (b, Y ))
= f (b, f (X)), T2 = f (X, f (b))
= f (b, f ), T2 = f (f (b))

Our version of Kutsia algorithm uses a special kind of terms, here called, sequence
terms for representing sequences of arguments.
Definition 42 A sequence term, t̄ is defined as follows:
– empty is a sequence term.
– seq(t, s̄) is a sequence term if t is a term and s̄ is a sequence term.
Definition 43 A sequence term in normal form is defined as:
– empty is in normal form
– seq(t1 , t2 ) is in normal form if t1 is not of the form seq(t3 , t4 ) and t2 is in
normal form.
Example 44 Given the function symbol f , the variable X and the constants a
and b:
seq(f (seq(a, empty)), seq(b, seq(X, empty)))
is a sequence term in normal form.
Note that sequence terms are lists and sequence terms in normal form are flat
lists. We introduced this different notation because sequence terms are going
to play a key role in our implementation of the algorithm and it is important
to distinguish them from standard Prolog lists. Sequence terms in normal form
correspond trivially to the definition of sequence presented in definition 31. In
fact sequence terms in normal form are an implementation of this definition.
Thus, in our implementation, a term f (t1 , t2 , . . . , tn ), where f has flexible arity, is internally represented as f (seq(t1 ,seq(t2 , . . . ,seq(tn , empty) . . .)), that is,
arguments of functions of flexible arity are always represented as elements of a
sequence term.
We now define a normalization function to reduce sequence terms to their
normal form.

Definition 44 Given the sequence terms t̄1 and t̄2 , we define sequence term
concatenation as t̄1 + +t̄2 , where the ++ operator is defined as follows:
empty ++ t̄ =
t̄
seq(t1 ,t¯2 ) ++ t¯3 = seq(t1 ,t¯2 ++t¯3 )
Definition 45 Given a sequence term, we define sequence term normalization
as:
normalize(empty) = empty
normalize(t)
= seq(t,empty), if t is a constant or variable.
normalize(t)
= seq(f(normalize(t1 )),empty), if t = f (t1 ).
normalize(seq(t1 ,t̄)) = normalize(t1 ) ++ normalize(t̄)
Proposition 41 The normalization procedure always terminates yielding a sequence in normal form.
Transformation rules are defined by the rewrite system presented in figure
1. We consider that upper case letters (X,Y ,. . . ) stand for sequence variables,
lower case letters (s,t,. . . ) for terms and overlined lower case letters (t̄, s̄) for
sequence terms. These rules implement Kutsia algorithm applied to sequence
terms by using standard Prolog unification. Note that rules 6, 7, 8 and 9 are
non-deterministic: for example rule 6 states that in order to solve seq(X, t̄)
= ∗ = seq(s1 , s̄) we can solve t̄ = ∗ = s̄ with X = s1 or we can solve
normalize(seq(X1 , t̄)) = ∗ = normalize(s̄) with X = seq(s1 , seq(X1 , empty)).
At the end the solutions given by the algorithm are normalized by the normalize
function. When none of the rules is applicable the algorithm fails. Kutsia showed
in [18] that this algorithm terminated if it had a cycle check, (i.e. it stopped with
failure if a unification problem gave rise to a similar unification problem) and
if each sequence variable does not occur more than twice in a given unification
problem.
For the sake of simplicity, the following examples are presented in sequence
notation, alternatively to the sequence term notation.
Example 45 Given t = f (X, b, Y ) and s = f (c, c, b, b, b, b) the projection step
leads to the following transformation cases:
–
–
–
–

f (X, b, Y ) = ∗ = f (c, c, b, b, b, b)
f (b, Y ) = ∗ = f (c, c, b, b, b, b)
f (X, b) = ∗ = f (c, c, b, b, b, b)
f (b) = ∗ = f (c, c, b, b, b, b)

Using the transformation rules we can see that only the first and third unifications succeed. For f (X, b, Y ) = ∗ = f (c, c, b, b, b, b) we have the following answer
substitutions:
– X = c, c and Y = b, b, b
– X = c, c, b and Y = b, b

Success
(1)
(2)
(3)

t
X
t

=∗=
=∗=
=∗=

s
t
X

=⇒ True, if t == s 1
=⇒ X = t if X does not occur in t.
=⇒ X = t if X does not occur in t.

Eliminate
(4)
f (t̄)
=∗=
f (s̄)
=⇒ t̄ = ∗ = s̄
(5)
seq(t1 , t̄n ) = ∗ = seq(s1 , s̄m ) =⇒ t1 = ∗ = s1 ,
t̄n = ∗ = s̄m
(6)
seq(X, t̄) = ∗ = seq(s1 , s̄) =⇒ X = s1 , if X does not occur in s1 ,
t̄ = ∗ = s̄.
=⇒ X = seq(s1 , seq(X1 , empty)),
if X does not occur in s1 ,
normalize(seq(X1 , t̄)) = ∗ = normalize(s̄),
where X1 is a new variable.
(7)
seq(t1 , t̄) = ∗ = seq(X, s̄) =⇒ X = t1 , if X does not occur in t1 ,
t̄ = ∗ = s̄.
=⇒ X = seq(t1 , seq(X1 , empty)),
if X does not occur in t1 ,
normalize(t̄) = ∗ = normalize(seq(X1 , s̄)),
where X1 is a new variable.
(8)
seq(X, t̄) = ∗ = seq(Y, s̄) =⇒ X = Y
t̄ = ∗ = s̄.
=⇒ X = seq(Y, seq(X1 , empty),
normalize(seq(X1 , t̄)) = ∗ = normalize(s̄),
where X1 is a new variable and X, Y are
distinct.
=⇒ Y = seq(X, seq(Y1 , empty)),
normalize(t̄) = ∗ = normalize(seq(Y1 , s̄)),
where Y1 is a new variable and X, Y are
distinct.
Split
(9)

seq(t1 , t̄) = ∗ = seq(s1 , s̄) =⇒ if t1 = ∗ = s1 =⇒ r1 = ∗ = q1 then
normalize(seq(r1 , t̄)) = ∗ = normalize(seq(q1 , s̄))
..
.
=⇒ if t1 = ∗ = s1 =⇒ rw = ∗ = qw ,
normalize(seq(rw , t̄n )) = ∗ = normalize(seq(qw , s̄)),
where t1 and s1 are compound terms.
Fig. 1. Transformation rules

– X = c, c, b, b and Y = b
And for f (X, b) = ∗ = f (c, c, b, b, b, b) we have:
– X = c, c, b, b, b
– Y =ε

Example 46 In some cases we can have an infinite set of solutions for the
unification of two given terms. For example when we solve f (X, a) = ∗ = f (a, X)
the solutions are:
–
–
–
–
–

X=a
X = a, a
X = a, a, a
X = a, a, a, a
...

In the previous example Kutsia algorithm with the cycle check fails immediately
after detecting that it is repeating the unification problem. Our implementation gives all solutions by backtracking. The correctness of the non-standard
unification algorithm in figure 1 is presented in [8].

5

Conclusion

In this paper we present a constraint solving extension for Prolog to deal with
terms with flexible arity symbols. We show an application of this framework to
XML processing yielding a highly declarative language for that purpose. Some
points can be further developed in future work:
– an extension with further built-in predicates and constraints, such as predicates to deal with XML types (DTDs and XML-Schema);
– XML attributes are ignored in our language. We just translate them to
lists of pairs. More declarative representation of attributes, such as sets of
equalities, and an extension to unification to deal with this new constraints
would be a relevant feature which is left for future work;
– finally we note that, CLP(Flex) may have applications in other areas different
from XML-processing.
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1

== denotes syntactic equality (in opposite with = which denotes standard unification)
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